Maggie’s 2023 Key Facts

Our centres

We have 24 centres in the UK and a growing international network. They are:

**Maggie’s Edinburgh** (designed by Richard Murphy OBE of Richard Murphy Architects, landscaping by Emma Keswick), in the grounds of the Western General Hospital, Edinburgh, opened in November 1996.

**Maggie’s Dundee** (designed by Frank Gehry, landscaping by Arabella Lennox-Boyd), in the grounds of Ninewells Hospital, Dundee, opened in September 2003.

**Maggie’s Highlands** (designed by David Page and Brian Park of Page\Park Architects, landscaping by Charles Jencks), in the grounds of Raigmore Hospital, Inverness, opened in June 2005.

**Maggie’s Fife** (designed by Dame Zaha Hadid of Zaha Hadid Architects, landscaping by Gross Max), in the grounds of Victoria Hospital, Fife, opened in November 2006.

**Maggie’s West London** (designed by Ivan Harbour of Rogers Stirk Harbour + Partners, landscaping by Dan Pearson), in the grounds of Charing Cross Hospital, West London, opened in April 2008.

**Maggie’s Cheltenham** (designed by Sir Richard MacCormac of MJP Architects, landscaping by Dr Christine Facer), next to Cheltenham General Hospital, Cheltenham, opened in September 2010.

**Maggie’s Glasgow** (designed by Rem Koolhaas of OMA, landscaping by Lily Jencks), in the grounds of Gartnavel General Hospital, Glasgow, opened in October 2011.

**Maggie’s Nottingham** (designed by Piers Gough of CZWG Architects, landscaping by Envert Studio), in the grounds of Nottingham City Hospital, Nottingham, opened in November 2011.

**Maggie’s Swansea** (designed by Kisho Kurokawa Architects with Garbers & James, landscaping by Kim Wilkie), in the grounds of Singleton Hospital, Swansea, opened in December 2011.

**Maggie’s Cambridge** currently an interim centre, next to Addenbrooke’s Hospital, Cambridge, opened in October 2012.

*See Centres in development on page 3.*
Maggie’s Newcastle (designed by Ted Cullinan of Cullinan Studio Architects, landscaping by Sarah Price), in the grounds of the Freeman Hospital, Newcastle upon Tyne, opened in May 2013.

Maggie’s Aberdeen at the Elizabeth Montgomery Building (designed by Snøhetta, landscaping also by Snøhetta), in the grounds of the Aberdeen Royal Infirmary Hospital, Aberdeen, opened in September 2013.

Maggie’s Lanarkshire at the Elizabeth Montgomery Building (designed by Neil Gillespie of Reiach and Hall Architects, landscaping by rankinfraser), in the grounds of University Hospital Monklands, Airdrie, opened in September 2014.

Maggie’s Oxford at the Patricia Thompson Building (designed by Chris Wilkinson of Wilkinson Eyre Architects, landscaping by Flora Gathorne-Hardy), in the grounds of Churchill Hospital, Oxford, opened in October 2014.

Maggie’s Forth Valley at the Nina Borough building (designed by Garbers & James, landscaping by Darren Hawkes), in the grounds of Forth Valley Royal Hospital, Larbert, opened in March 2017.

Maggie’s Oldham at the Sir Norman Stoller Building, (designed by Alex de Rijke of dRMM Architects, landscaping by Rupert Muldoon), in the grounds of The Royal Oldham Hospital, Oldham, opened in June 2017.

Maggie’s Barts (designed by Steven Holl of Steven Holl Architects, landscaping by Darren Hawkes), in the grounds of St Bartholomew’s Hospital, East London, opened in December 2017.

Maggie’s Cardiff at the Chris McGuigan building (designed by Biba Dow and Alun Jones of Dow Jones Architects, landscaping by Cleve West), in the grounds of Velindre Cancer Centre, Cardiff, opened in April 2019.

Maggie’s Royal Free* in the grounds of the Royal Free Hospital, London, merged with Cancerkin in February 2016.

Maggie’s Yorkshire (designed by Thomas Heatherwick of Heatherwick Studio, landscaping by Marie-Louise Agius of Balston Agius) in the grounds of St James’s University Hospital, Leeds, opened in October 2019.

*See Centres in development on page 3.
Centres in development

We currently have six centres in development. They are:

**Maggie’s at the Royal Free** (designed by Daniel Libeskind of Studio Libeskind, landscaping by Martha Schwartz) in the grounds of the Royal Free Hospital, London. Currently an interim with new centre under construction.

**Maggie’s Northampton** (designed by Stephen Marshall of Stephen Marshall Architects, landscaping by Arne Maynard) in the grounds of Northampton General Hospital, Northampton.

**Maggie’s Coventry** (designed by Jamie Fobert of Jamie Fobert Architects, landscaping by Nigel Dunnett) in the grounds of University Hospital Coventry, Coventry.

**Maggie’s Cambridge** (designed by Níall McLaughlin of Níall McLaughlin Architects, landscaping by Propagating Dan) in the grounds of Addenbrooke’s Hospital, Cambridge. Currently an interim with planned new centre.

**Maggie’s Bristol** (designed by Muma - McInnes Usher McKnight Architects, landscaping by Dan Pearson) in the grounds of University Hospitals Bristol NHS Foundation Trust.

**Maggie’s Kent** (designed by Assemble Studio) in the grounds of Maidstone Hospital.

**Planned centres in conjunction with the Steve Morgan Foundation**

**Maggie’s North Wales** Glan Clwyd Hospital, designed by HB Architects.

**Maggie’s Liverpool** Royal Liverpool Hospital, designed by HB Architects.

**Planned international developments**

**Maggie’s Tokyo** (designed by Cosmos More, coordinated by Abe Tsutomu), currently an interim Centre, in Koto City, Tokyo, opened in October 2016.

**Kálida Barcelona** (designed by Benedetta Tagliabue of Miralles Tagliabue EMBT, landscaping also by Miralles Tagliabue EMBT), in the grounds of the Sant Pau Hospital, Barcelona, opened in May 2019.

**International**

**Maggie’s Southampton** (designed by Amanda Levete of AL_A Architects, landscaping by Sarah Price) in the grounds of University Hospital Southampton, opened in February 2021.

**Maggie’s Wirral** at the Steve Morgan Foundation Building (commissioned and built by the Steve Morgan Foundation) in the grounds of Clatterbridge Cancer Centre, Wirral. This permanent centre replaced an interim centre in June 2021.

**Maggie’s Hong Kong** (designed by Frank Gehry, landscaping by Lily Jencks), in the grounds of Tuen Mun Hospital, Tuen Mun, opened in 2013.

**Maggie’s Wirral** at the Steve Morgan Foundation Building (commissioned and built by the Steve Morgan Foundation) in the grounds of Clatterbridge Cancer Centre, Wirral. This permanent centre replaced an interim centre in June 2021.

**Maggie’s Wirral** at the Steve Morgan Foundation Building (commissioned and built by the Steve Morgan Foundation) in the grounds of Clatterbridge Cancer Centre, Wirral. This permanent centre replaced an interim centre in June 2021.
Our support in 2022

In 2022 we had nearly 300,000 visits* to our centres, 67,000 were new people with cancer or new carers of someone with cancer.

£42.5 million has been claimed in benefits with help from our benefits advisors.

*visits refers to support facilitated by our programme staff and includes face to face; on the phone and online.

Key facts

We have over 25 years of experience providing free cancer support and information in centres across the UK.

Built in the grounds of NHS cancer hospitals, the centres are warm and welcoming, and are run by expert staff who help people live well with cancer.

All our centres are open and we also provide support online and on the phone.

The first centre opened in Edinburgh in 1996. Maggie’s now has 24 centres in the UK. There are also three international centres offering Maggie’s support.

Maggie’s is funded by voluntary donations.

Maggie’s President is Her Majesty The Queen.

Maggie’s Chairman is Stuart Gulliver.

Maggie’s Chief Executive, Laura Lee was awarded a Damehood in 2020 for her services to people with cancer.

For more information

Please visit maggies.org/about-us